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Gallery Details

1. Maithreachas - Motherhood, Copper Sheet Copper Wire and Sandstone, 12 x 14 Inch
2. Spiorad - Spirit, Copper Sheet Copper Wire and Sandstone, 12 x 14 Inch
3. Le Céile - Together, Copper Sheet and Sandstone, 12 x 14 Inch
4. Aistear Farraige - Voyage, Copper Sheet Copper Wire Plated Aluminium and Sandstone, 12 x 14 Inch
5. Muirnigh - Cherish, Copper Sheet Copper Wire and Sandstone, 12 x 14 Inch
6. Briongloid - Dream, Copper Sheet Copper Wire and Sandstone, 12 x 14 Inch
7. Morga - Majestic, Copper Sheet Copper Wire Plated Aluminium and Sandstone, 12 x 14 Inch
8. Cosain - Protect, Copper Sheet Copper Wire Plated Aluminium and Sandstone, 12 x 14 Inch
9. Suan - Slumber, Copper Sheet Copper Wire and Sandstone, 12 x 14 Inch
10. Foighne - Patience, Copper Sheet Copper Wire and Sandstone, 12 x 14 Inch
11. Dluthphairtiocht - Solidarity, Copper Sheet Copper Wire and Sandstone, 12 x 14 Inch
12. Mbaineann - Belong, Copper Sheet Copper Wire and Sandstone, 12 x 14 Inch
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